
 We joyfully greet you again! Now that spring is here, you are certainly all glad to see how everything blooms around 
you and feel the scent of the spring flowers. What a lovely view! By analogy, we could say that it’s a beautiful 
painting in which every flower is a child, different, unique and so special, and together they all form an incredibly 
diversified and beautiful garden. A garden in which every flower and every different patch of color adds to the beauty 
of the garden. We invite you again to take part in the care of these flowers, offering confidence, hope and a fulfilled 
and meaningful life through your support.
The children and families in Caminul Felix will be again involved in many activities this summer: tours in and outside 
the country, repainting the exterior of some of the homes, gardening and other projects around the house, and we also 
hope they will be able to enjoy a week of relaxation somewhere.

We wish all of you a beautiful summer and special blessings!

Simona Puscas - Felix Family Villages Romania
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Is taking the step with Christer Nord to see the multipur-
pose building being raised. That  will be the building where 
the Felix parents will be given the pedagogic tools that are 
necessary in sensitive situations and where the Ministry 
will share both advanced knowledge and the idea of giving 
a family to a deprived child.

What a fantastic year of activity we have seen! We see 
God’s hand in action. Now we are looking forward to the 
summer and to its offer.

Lisa Egerbo - Project manager

Felix Family Village - Thailand

Berndt Sanfridson, Chairman of Caminul Felix Sweden, and 
Lars Hornberg will leave for Bangladesh to meet good people 
who want to see a work like Felix Villages being built. It 
seems like Bangladesh, situated on a delta as it is, is prone to 
poverty. Beautiful people with the immense burden of many 
hundred thousands of rejected and orphaned little ones. 
Berndt has lived in Bangladesh as a missionary and relief 
worker for many years. He is well acquainted with the 
land, and leads projects to better the infrastructure in many 
villages, drilling deep water wells and providing support to 
many a leader. 
Remember us in your evening prayers. We will meet many 
churches, leaders, young couples and be calling them out for 
service as Felix parents. The construction project might start 
in a couple of years.

Lars Hornberg - Founder of Felix Family Villages

Asia - Bangladesh

Our activities in Africa are developing very well. From our local office in Nairobi we are exploring which other organisations to 
work with, and also looking into how we should operate in the different countries. We are currently looking at Tanzania, Kenya, 
Uganda and Zimbabwe, partnering with local organisations to evaluate how best we set up operations on the ground. We are already 
supporting children on the ground, and are planning to set up towards the end of 2013. 
Thank you for your support! It is what makes it possible!

Jesper Hornberg - Project manager

To find out more ways on how you can help please visit our website at 

www.caminulfelix.org

Felix in Africa


